
Group Policy Integration



Task



● Provide seamless Active Directory domain 
integration.

● Design and implement graphical interfaces with 
familiar look to Windows administrators.

● Be portable across multiple architectures like 
AMD64 machines, Raspberry Pi 3&4 and Baikal 
machines (Aarch64), Elbrus (e2k VLIW), YADRO 
(POWER), MIPS and others.

P. S.: e2k is a very exotic platform where is a few 
new programming language compilers exist. For 
example, there is no Golang compiler at the 
moment.

Project Goals



The Beginning: «GPO applier»

The project started at the end of 2019 and 
looked like: «Hey, we want to read zeros and 
ones from Registry.pol file in GPOs and 
perform some actions. Let’s write the PoC 
and present it to the team». The resulting 
project is called GPOA and is located here:
https://github.com/altlinux/gpupdate

https://github.com/altlinux/gpupdate


The Beginning: «GPO applier»



Privilege escalation problems

The next project was:
https://github.com/altlinux/oddjob-gpupdate

The goal of the project was to allow any user to 
trigger GPO update for machine. It is a D-Bus 
service which triggers the actual GPO 
«applier».

https://github.com/altlinux/oddjob-gpupdate


Local settings

The last repository developed is:
https://github.com/altlinux/local-policy

Which is a distribution-specific «Default 
Policy» templates. They are needed to 
establish default distribution settings «The 
Samba Way».

We also have a set of distro-specific 
ADMX/ADML files:
https://github.com/altlinux/admx-basealt

https://github.com/altlinux/local-policy


GUI for Domain: Design Approaches

Despite numerous requests to implement Web 
UI we’ve decided to do it the classic way: C++ 
with Qt5. The rationale behind this decision 
was:
● No need to setup web server and database.
● Kerberos tickets are stored on operator’s 

machine.
● Ability to look like RSAT.



«Domain Editor» GUI (ADMC)

There was a need for secure and easy UI to 
edit users and machines, assign GPOs and 
search for various elements. The project 
started at the beginning of 2020 and, after a 
year of efforts, it is located at:
https://github.com/altlinux/admc

The project had the goal to rethink the design 
approach behind RSAT and don’t try to 
implement the software 1 to 1. We tried to 
make it as simple and effective as possible.

It all started from: «Now we can somehow 
apply GPOs. Let’s try to implement LDAP 
editor for Samba database!»

https://github.com/altlinux/admc


«Domain Editor» GUI (ADMC)



WIP: GPO Editor

Our team is working on GPO editor with ADMX 
file support. The technological stack is similar 
to ADMC: C++ and Qt5.



Future Plans



World-Conquering Plans

● Merge GPO «applier» code into Samba 
upstream.

● Implement bindings for Samba registry. 
samba-regedit is a nice utility.

● Release first GPO editor UI.
● Implement FreeIPA domain integration and 

policy application.
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